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The ability to stop an already initiated action is paramount to adaptive behavior. Much scientific debate in the field of
human action-stopping currently focuses on two interrelated questions. (1) Which cognitive and neural processes uniquely
underpin the implementation of inhibitory control when actions are stopped after explicit stop signals, and which processes
are instead commonly evoked by all salient signals, even those that do not require stopping? (2) Why do purported (neuro)
physiological signatures of inhibition occur at two different latencies after stop signals? Here, we address both questions via
two preregistered experiments that combined measurements of corticospinal excitability, EMG, and whole-scalp EEG. Adult
human subjects performed a stop signal task that also contained “ignore” signals: equally salient signals that did not require
stopping but rather completion of the Go response. We found that both stop- and ignore signals produced equal amounts of
early-latency inhibition of corticospinal excitability and EMG, which took place ;150 ms following either signal. Multivariate
pattern analysis of the whole-scalp EEG data further corroborated that this early processing stage was shared between stopand ignore signals, as neural activity following the two signals could not be decoded from each other until a later time period. In this later period, unique activity related to stop signals emerged at frontocentral scalp sites, reflecting an increased
stop signal P3. These findings suggest a two-step model of action-stopping, according to which an initial, universal inhibitory
response to the saliency of the stop signal is followed by a slower process that is unique to outright stopping.
Key words: attentional capture; EEG; EMG; inhibitory control; motor inhibition; stop signal task
Significance Statement
Humans often have to stop their ongoing actions when indicated by environmental stimuli (stop signals). Successful actionstopping requires both the ability to detect these salient stop signals and to subsequently inhibit ongoing motor programs.
Because of this tight entanglement of attentional control and motor inhibition, identifying unique neurophysiological signatures of action-stopping is difficult. Indeed, we report that recently proposed early-latency signatures of motor inhibition during action-stopping are also found after salient signals that do not require stopping. However, using multivariate pattern
analysis of scalp-recorded neural data, we also identified subsequent neural activity that uniquely distinguished action-stopping from saliency detection. These results suggest that actions are stopped in two stages: the first common to all salient
events and the second unique to action-stopping.
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Humans are able to use inhibitory motor control to rapidly stop
already initiated actions. Neuroscientific research on action-stopping, typically using the stop signal task (SST) (Logan et al.,
1984; Verbruggen et al., 2019), has suggested that a threepronged neuroanatomical network, consisting of right inferior
frontal cortex, presupplementary motor area, and subthalamic
nucleus, implements an inhibitory control mechanism that purportedly underlies this ability (Aron et al., 2007). However,
recent years have seen substantial controversy regarding the purported role of this network in uniquely instantiating inhibitory
control during action-stopping. For example, events that result
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in attentional capture (e.g., infrequent or otherwise salient stimuli) activate overlapping brain regions, even when they do not
instruct action-stopping (e.g., Sharp et al., 2010; Chatham et al.,
2012; Sebastian et al., 2016, 2017; for EEG, see van de Laar et al.,
2014; Sánchez-Carmona et al., 2019). Complicating this debate is
the fact that the attentional detection of the infrequent stop signals in the SST is paramount to the success of stopping itself
(Matzke et al., 2013; Elchlepp et al., 2016). Hence, since actionstopping involves both attentional detection and inhibitory control in close temporal succession, the clear-cut interpretation of
neural activity during action-stopping is difficult. This and the
fact that action-stopping in tasks like the SST depends strongly
on the relative timing of stop- and go-related processes (rather
than mere differences in their amplitude) (Logan et al., 1984)
suggest that the identification of processes that uniquely index
action-stopping necessitates methods with precise temporal
resolution.
However, work with such methods has yielded a similarly
controversial picture. Early work using EEG has suggested that
the stop signal P3 event-related potential indexes inhibitory control during stopping, as its properties align with the horse-race
model of action-stopping and stopping behavior itself (de Jong et
al., 1990; Kok et al., 2004; Wessel and Aron, 2015). By contrast,
more recent work has claimed that this activity occurs too late after the stop signal to contribute to stopping success and that earlier neural activity must hence reflect the critical processes (e.g.,
Huster et al., 2020; Jana et al., 2020; Skippen et al., 2020). Indeed,
measurements of corticospinal excitability (CSE) using concurrent EMG and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have
shown that the motor system is already broadly suppressed at
;150 ms after visual stop signals (i.e., before purported neural
signatures of inhibition, e.g., the P3, emerge) (e.g., Majid et al.,
2013; Wessel et al., 2013; Jana et al., 2020). “Broadly” here refers
to CSE suppression that is found even at task-unrelated effectors
(compare Wessel and Aron, 2017). Similar evidence comes
from movement-related EMG in the responding effector
itself: on successful stop trials that contained subthreshold
activity of the to-be-stopped muscle, that activity begins to
decline around the same latency (Raud and Huster, 2017;
Raud et al., 2020). However, parallel work on the processing
of salient events outside of stop signal situations suggests
that the interpretation of these purported early-latency inhibitory signatures is affected by the same problem as the
neuroimaging literature: salient events lead to similar suppression of CSE even when stopping is not required
(Novembre et al., 2018, 2019; Dutra et al., 2018; Iacullo et al.,
2020).
The current study aimed to resolve these contradictions and
provide a definitive answer to the question of which neurophysiological signatures are unique to action-stopping and which are
common to any type of salient event.
Across two preregistered experiments, we measured all three
abovementioned neurophysiological candidate signatures of inhibitory control during action-stopping: the nonselective reduction of CSE after stop signals in task-unrelated muscles, the
concurrent suppression of subthreshold EMG in the stopped
muscle itself, and event-related whole-scalp EEG. Participants
performed a stimulus-selective SST (Bissett and Logan, 2014),
which includes a type of trial on which the go signal is followed
not by a stop signal, but by an equally salient signal that does not
instruct stopping and has to be ignored. We hypothesized that
such “ignore” signals would trigger the same early-latency reduction of EMG and CSE as stop signals. We furthermore
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hypothesized that multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of
whole-scalp EEG would reveal no decodable differences between
stop- and ignore signals during this initial period. Instead, we
hypothesized that the earliest signature of uniquely stop-related
neural activity would be the emergence of frontocentral stop signal P3.

Experiment 1
Methods
Hypothesis. The preregistered hypothesis for Experiment 1
was that salient/infrequent events that do not instruct stopping
(IGNORE signals) would induce short-latency CSE suppression,
and that that degree of that initial CSE suppression would not
differ significantly from that observed following STOP signals.
The preregistration document can be found at https://osf.io/
p6c3r.
Participants. Thirty-seven healthy, right-handed adults (19
female, mean age = 22.46 years, SD = 4.30 years) participated in
the TMS version of the experiment after completing screening
questions (Rossi et al., 2011) and providing written informed
consent. The participants were recruited via an email sent out to
the University of Iowa community, an online system providing
research experience to students in psychology classes, or among
personnel in psychology laboratories. Participants were compensated at an hourly rate of $15 or received course credit. The study
was approved by the University of Iowa’s Institutional Review
Board (#201711750).
The target sample size (n = 27) was determined by an a priori
analysis computed in G*Power (Faul et al., 2009) for repeatedmeasures ANOVAs for one group and three measurements.
Based on a recent study that showed nonselective CSE suppression following infrequent events (Iacullo et al., 2020), we sought
80% power to identify a medium effect (f = 0.25) using a predefined a level of 0.05 (other G*power parameters were left to
default). Two additional participants were collected to replace
participants with insufficient trial counts, and 8 additional participants were collected to replace datasets in which the stop signal
delay (SSD) exceeded 500 ms in at least one block of trials (for
details, compare Materials, design, and procedure).
Materials, design, and procedure. The behavioral task was
presented using Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997) and MATLAB
2015b (TheMathWorks) scripts on a Linux desktop computer
running Ubuntu. Figure 1 (top) depicts the behavioral task. Each
trial began with a white fixation cross on a black background.
After 300 ms, the fixation cross was replaced by a centrally displayed white arrow pointing to the left or right. This represented
the GO signal. Participants responded to the direction of the GO
signal by pressing the corresponding left or right foot pedal on a
Kinesis Savant Elite 2 response device. On two-thirds of trials,
termed GO trials, the arrow remained white for 1 s. On one-sixth
of trials, the white arrow turned magenta after an adaptive delay
(see below). On another one-sixth of trials, the arrow turned
from white to cyan after a matched delay. These signals represented the STOP and IGNORE signals, respectively (the color
assignment was counterbalanced across subjects). Participants
were instructed to try to cancel their response to the STOP signal
and to continue responding in the case of an IGNORE signal.
Participants were instructed to respond according to the direction of the GO signal and had a maximum deadline of 1 s to do
so. If no response was made, the text “Too slow!” was displayed
centrally in red for 1 s. A stop was considered successful if, following the STOP signal, no response was registered within the 1
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Figure 1. Task diagram. Top, Time course of the behavioral task. Following presentation of the GO stimulus, the arrow changed to magenta or cyan on a minority of trials (16.7% for each
color). These signaled to the participant to try to cancel their response (STOP signal) or to continue with the indicated response (IGNORE signal). Bottom left, The setup for Experiment 1, which
involved recording MEPs from the right hand while the feet were used to respond. Bottom right, The setup for Experiment 2, in which we recorded EEG from the scalp and EMG from both
hands involved in the task.

s response deadline. No immediate feedback was provided following STOP signals, nor was immediate feedback provided following GO and IGNORE signals (except on misses, i.e., when no
response was made on either of these trial types within 1 s). The
delay of the color change, known as the SSD in the case of the
STOP signal, was initialized at 200 ms and from there adjusted
adaptively based on stopping success. If the participant was successful in withholding a response following the STOP signal, the
SSD was increased by 50 ms for subsequent trials. If the participant made a response after presentation of the STOP signal (but
within the response deadline), the SSD decreased by 50 ms with

the constraint that the SSD could not fall below 50 ms. The delay
for the IGNORE signal was inherited from the most recent
STOP signal. Immediately following the 1 s response deadline,
the arrow was again replaced with the fixation cross. The cross
was presented for 1.7 s plus a variable intertrial interval ranging
from 150 to 250 ms (sampled from a uniform distribution in
25 ms increments).
Before the main experiment, each participant completed a
practice block of 36 trials. No TMS was delivered during the
practice block, and these data were not included in the analyses.
The main experiment featured a 3 (Signal Type: GO, IGNORE,
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STOP)  3 (Stimulation Time: 150, 175, 200 ms) design with
both Signal type and Stimulation Time as within-subject factors.
A random permutation function was used to achieve a pseudorandomized trial order with respect to Signal type and Stimulation
Time. The constraints were that the first three trials were necessarily GO trials and that no two Infrequent trials (IGNORE or
STOP) were presented consecutively. The arrow direction was
randomly determined for each trial (sampling from a Bernoulli
distribution). Participants completed 1080 trials in total. Singlepulse TMS was delivered on 840 of those trials, with 180 pulses
corresponding to STOP trials, 180 to IGNORE trials, and 240 to
GO trials. TMS was delivered 150, 175, or 200 ms after stimulus
onset in equal numbers for each trial type. Thus, TMS was delivered on each STOP and IGNORE trial. Another 240 trials were
dedicated to obtaining active baseline MEP measurements, during
which TMS was delivered before the onset of the GO signal on
GO trials. The remaining 240 trials (without TMS) were all GO
trials that preceded the active baseline GO trials. These trials did
not have TMS to allow adequate time for the TMS stimulator to
recharge between pulses. Active baseline and no TMS trials were
selected randomly from the list of all consecutive GO trials (with
the constraint that equal numbers of 150, 175, and 200 ms stimulation times were preserved for regular GO trials). Because of an initial programming error, the first participant received 672 GO trials
and only 24 active baseline trials (along with the planned 180
STOP trials and 180 IGNORE trials that everyone received). As
this participants’ data were usable and representative in all other
respects, their data were not excluded from the analyses.
The 1080 trials were partitioned into 10 blocks of 108 trials
each. In between blocks, participants were given as much rest
time as they desired. In addition, the reaction time (RT), miss
rate, and direction errors were displayed to the participant. If
necessary, participants were given instructions based on these
metrics as well as p(inhibit) and SSD (which were hidden in the
decimal places of the other metrics to inform the experimenter
without informing the subject). As typical for the SST, the
experimenter’s instructions aimed to keep the participant around
p(inhibit) = 0.5 by encouraging the participant to either respond
more quickly or to be more successful at stopping depending on
these indicators. Blocks in which p(inhibit) was 0 or 1 or in
which the miss (no response following the GO signal) rate
was . 25% were excluded from all analyses. This was the case for
two blocks in total, from two different participants.
As mentioned above, 8 subjects showed blocks in which the
mean SSD became longer than 500 ms (this was the case for one
block in 7 subjects and 2 blocks in 1 subject). While the likely
reason for such a pattern is that these participants tried to “wait”
for the stop signal in those blocks (contrary to the instruction),
another potential reason could be that the original code did not
register responses made before the stop signal. While the data
from Experiment 2 indicated that such responses were exceedingly rare (only a single trial in one single participant showed a
suprathreshold EMG burst before the stop signal) and while the
short SSD of 205 ms in Experiment 1 made such occurrences
unlikely in general, we still chose to replace these 8 participants
from the original sample with 8 new participants. Notably, a
comparison between the pattern of results from the original 27
participants and the new sample with the eight replacements
indicated no substantial difference in the CSE results between
the sets of subjects.
Motor-evoked potentials (MEPs). We measured MEPs as an
index of CSE. As we were specifically interested in the “global,”
nonselective CSE suppression that is typical for reactive
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inhibition in the SST (Badry et al., 2009), we measured CSE from
a motor effector that was not involved in the task itself, as is common practice. We recorded EMG from the right first-dorsal interosseous muscle and stimulated the corresponding region of
contralateral M1 using TMS. Participants were instructed to
keep both hands relaxed and pronated on the desk while data
were collected and they were responding to the task stimuli with
their feet.
TMS was delivered via a MagStim 200-2 system (MagStim)
with a 70 mm figure-of-eight coil. Hotspotting was used to identify the correct location and intensity for each participant. We
initially positioned the coil 5 cm left of and 2 cm anterior to the
vertex and incrementally adjusted the location and intensity to
determine the participant’s resting motor threshold. Resting
motor threshold was the minimum intensity needed to produce
MEPs .0.1 mV in 5 of 10 consecutive probes (Rossini et al.,
1994). For the main experiment, the stimulus intensity was
increased to 115% of resting motor threshold. The mean experimental intensity was 60.9% of maximum stimulator output.
EMG was recorded using adhesive electrodes (H124SG,
Covidien) placed on the belly and tendon of the right first-dorsal
interosseous. A ground electrode was placed on the distal end of
the ulna. EMG electrodes were passed through a Grass P511 amplifier (Grass Products) and sampled using a CED Micro 1401-3
sampler (Cambridge Electronic Design) and CED Signal software. The EMG was sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz with online
30 Hz high-pass, 1000 Hz low-pass, and 60 Hz notch filters. For
GO-, STOP-, and IGNORE signal trials, EMG sweeps were triggered 90 ms before each TMS pulse, and EMG was recorded for
1 s. In all participants, the active baseline pulse was delivered
before the start of GO trials (i.e., during the initial fixation period). In most participants, the EMG sweep triggered 10 ms after
commencement of the trial and the TMS pulse was delivered at
100 ms. However, an initial programming error omitted this
90 ms delay on the baseline trials in the first 10 participants.
Importantly, active baseline MEPs did not differ in amplitude
between these 10 participants and the remaining 18 (see additional details in the subsequent paragraph). Thus, no distinction
is made in the ensuing analyses.
MEP amplitude was extracted semiautomatically from the
EMG trace using ezTMS, a freely available TMS preprocessing
tool developed for use in MATLAB (Hynd et al., 2021). MEP amplitude was defined as the difference between the maximum and
minimum amplitude 10-50 ms after the TMS pulse. In addition
to the automatic determination of MEP amplitude, each trial was
visually inspected for accuracy without knowledge of the specific
trial type. Trials in which the MEP amplitude was ,0.01 mV or
the root mean square (RMS) of the EMG trace was .0.01 mV
were excluded from the MEP analyses. The first 80 ms of the
EMG sweep was used to calculate the RMS power (i.e., for all
GO, STOP, IGNORE, and most active baseline trials), whereas
for the active baseline trials in the first 10 subjects, the baseline
RMS-power was calculated for 81-160 ms after the TMS pulse.
These RMS-EMG values (which were only used to identify baseline trials for exclusion for excessive noise) did not differ between
the first 10 participants and the remaining 18 participants.
Mean amplitude MEPs were computed for each condition for
each participant (as a function of Signal type and Stimulation
Time) as well as separately for successful and failed STOP trials at
each Stimulation Time. These values were then normalized by
dividing them by the mean active baseline MEPs. For each condition, the average number of trials were as follows: 203 (active baseline), 76 (GO/150), 74 (GO/175), 78 (GO/200), 51 (IGNORE/150),
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Figure 2. Behavioral RT results from Experiments 1 (left) and 2 (right). Horizontal black brackets represent comparisons made using paired t tests. We report both Frequentist (p values with
Holm–Bonferroni correction) and Bayesian (Bayes factor) results. Horizontal black bars represent the group mean RT. Points represent individual participant mean RTs. Error bars indicate SEM.
SSRT was estimated via the integration method (Verbruggen et al., 2019) and not statistically compared with the other, directly observed RTs. ***p , 0.001; *p , 0.05. Strong H1: BF . 10;
Anec. H1: BF . 1, H1: alternative.

52 (IGNORE/175), 45 (IGNORE/200), 27 (failed STOP/150), 28
(failed STOP/175), 25 (failed STOP/200), 26 (successful STOP/
150), 24 (successful STOP/175), and 25 (successful STOP/200).
Data were excluded from analyses if, after combining successful
and failed STOPs, any condition had ,20 MEPs (which was the
case for 1 participant). Additionally, for analyses that distinguished
between successful and failed STOP trials, data were excluded if
there were ,10 MEPs in any condition (which was the case for 1
different participant).
Data analyses. The behavioral RT data were analyzed with
repeated-measures ANOVAs (with Huynh–Feldt correction in
instances where the assumption of sphericity was violated) and
Bayesian equivalents with noninformative priors in JASP software (Love et al., 2019). Planned and post hoc comparisons were
made using paired t tests with Holm–Bonferroni correction and
Bayesian t tests. Bayesian analyses were provided in addition to
the frequentist statistics because some of our a priori hypotheses
explicitly stipulated the presence of a null effect. The MEP data
were analyzed principally by comparing each Signal type at each
Stimulation Time.
Behavioral RT data for mean GO RT, mean IGNORE RT, and
mean failed STOP RT were analyzed with a one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA. Errors were excluded from the analyses and
were generally low for both GO and IGNORE trials (2% and 7%,
respectively). Mean STOP signal reaction time (SSRT) was estimated according to the integration method with go-omission
replacement, as detailed by Verbruggen et al. (2019). We also examined mean p(inhibit) and the difference in failed STOP and GO RT
to ensure that the SST portion of our task functioned properly.
Finally, we used the prescription of Bissett and Logan (2014) developed for this exact type of experimental paradigm to evaluate the
purported behavioral strategy that participants used on IGNORE
and STOP trials. This prescription is based on the comparison
between RTs on failed STOP versus GO trials as well as between
IGNORE and GO trials. Participants that show IGNORE RT .
GO RT and failed STOP RT , GO RT are categorized as using a
“Stop then discriminate” strategy. Participants that show IGNORE
RT , GO RT and failed STOP RT , GO RT are categorized as
“Independent Discriminate then Stop.” Participants that show
IGNORE RT . GO RT and failed STOP RT . GO RT are categorized as “Dependent Discriminate then Stop.”

We completed a variety of analyses on the MEP data. First,
and most critically for our prediction that MEP suppression
would not differ for STOP and IGNORE signals at 150 ms, we
compared mean MEPs for GO, STOP, and IGNORE signals at
each Stimulation Time. Second, we likewise compared successful
STOP, failed STOP, and IGNORE signals at each Stimulation
Time. In both cases, we report the results of frequentist paired t
tests (with Holm–Bonferroni a correction) alongside their
Bayesian counterparts. Because of our null prediction, it should
be noted that, when reporting Bayes factor (BF), we report BF01
(evidence supporting the null hypothesis) or BF10 (evidence supporting the alternative hypothesis), depending on which way the
evidence pointed.
Data availability. The data files, as well as scripts for running
the task and analyzing the data can be found on the Open
Science Framework at https://osf.io/b72mp/.
Results
Behavior. The behavioral RT results for Experiment 1 are presented in Figure 2 (left). The comparison for GO, IGNORE, and
failed STOP RTs revealed a strong effect (BF10 = 1.12  1017,
F(1.87,50.46) = 118.58, p , 0.001, h 2p = 0.82). Post hoc comparisons
indicated that participants responded faster to GO signals
(mean: 540 ms, SD = 44.7) than to IGNORE signals (mean:
605 ms, SD = 62.0; BF10 = 1.41  108, t(27) = 12.03, pholm , 0.001,
d = 2.27). Likewise, participants responded faster during failed
STOP trials (mean: 528, SD = 50.7) than during IGNORE signal
trials (BF10 = 8.64  1012, t(27) = 14.34, p , 0.001, d = 2.71). RT
was also faster on failed STOP trials than on GO trials (BF10 =
2.23, t(27) = 2.31, pHolm = 0.025, d = 0.44), and the mean p(inhibit)
was 0.508 (SD = 0.02). Thus, the assumptions of the race model
held (e.g., Verbruggen et al., 2019), and the task was effective at
maintaining a p(inhibit) at ;0.5. The mean SSRT was estimated
to be 323 ms (SD = 48.4), which is in the typical range for foot
pedal responses (e.g., Tabu et al., 2012), and mean SSD was
205 ms (SD = 58). Miss rates were 1.33% in the GO and 5.54% in
the IGNORE condition, respectively. According to the classification of Bissett and Logan (2014), 19 participants used a “Stop then
discriminate” strategy according to their RT pattern, with the
remaining 9 participants using “Dependent discriminate then
stop,” and none using “Independent discriminate then stop.”
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Figure 3. Mean normalized MEPs for each Signal type at each TMS Stimulation Time. Horizontal black brackets represent comparisons made using paired t tests. We report both Frequentist
(p values with Holm–Bonferroni correction) and Bayesian (Bayes factor) results. Horizontal black bars represent the group mean MEP. Points represent individual participant’s mean normalized
MEPs. Error bars indicate SEM. Left, Comparisons between Go, Stop (including both successful and failed stop trials), and Ignore trials. Right, Comparisons between Successful Stop, Failed Stop,
and Ignore trials. ***p , 0.001; **p , 0.01; *p , 0.05; n.s., p . 0.10. Strong H1/H0: BF . 10; Mod. H1/H0: BF . 3; Anec. H1/H0: BF . 1; H1: alternative; H0: null hypothesis.

Nonselective CSE suppression. We first aimed to replicate the
established findings of nonselective CSE suppression in taskunrelated muscles following both STOP (Badry et al., 2009) and
IGNORE signals (Iacullo et al., 2020). As can be seen in Figure 3
(left), global MEP suppression was evident for both IGNORE
and STOP signals at every Stimulation Time relative to GO signals (STOP/150: BF10 = 47.81, t(27) = 3.84, pHolm = 0.005, d = 0.73;
IGNORE/150: BF10 = 31.41, t(27) = 3.66, pHolm = 0.004, d = 0.69;
STOP/175: BF10 = 10,629.48, t(27) = 6.07, pHolm , 0.001, d =
1.15; IGNORE/175: BF10 = 31.30, t(27) = 3.66, pHolm = 0.005,
d = 0.69; STOP/200: BF10 = 10,634.29, t(27) = 6.07, pHolm , 0.001,
d = 1.15; IGNORE/200: BF10 = 33.56, t(27) = 3.69, pHolm =
0.008, d = 0.70).
More importantly for the present study, we then directly
compared the MEPs for STOP and IGNORE signals to evaluate
our prediction that the MEPs would be equivalent, at least at the
earliest Stimulation Time of 150 ms. Critically, there was moderate evidence (BF01 = 3.24, t(27) = 0.98, pHolm = 0.338, d = 0.18) for
a null effect at that time point. By contrast, strong evidence for a
difference between STOP and IGNORE signals emerged at
175 ms (BF10 = 14.83, t(27) = 3.32, pHolm = 0.008, d = 0.63), with
STOP signals exhibiting greater global MEP suppression.
Although there was also numerically greater MEP suppression
for STOP signals at the 200 ms Stimulation Time, there was anecdotal evidence to suggest no difference (BF01 = 1.40, t(27) = 1.70,
pHolm = 0.101, d = 0.32). Restricting the analysis to only participants who used the “Stop-then-discriminate” strategy (i.e.,
excluding the 9 participants who used “Dependent discriminate
then stop” according to the Bissett and Logan, 2014 method) did
not change the pattern of results. Importantly, these results confirm our hypothesis that both STOP and IGNORE signals produce nonselective CSE suppression and that this effect does not
initially differ.

When STOP trials were divided by stopping success, further
interesting patterns emerged. First, when distinguishing between
successful and failed STOP trials (Fig. 3, right), MEPs were clearly
reduced for successful STOP trials at all Stimulation Times, again
replicating prior work (Badry et al., 2009; Wessel et al., 2013; Jana
et al., 2020). Strong evidence for this difference was present at all
stimulation times (150 ms: BF10 = 860.96, t(26) = 5.08, pHolm ,
0.001, d = 0.98; 175 ms: BF10 = 7.02, t(26) = 2.98, pHolm = 0.006,
d = 0.57; 200 ms: BF10 = 10.17, t(26) = 3.16, pHolm = 0.004, d = 0.61).
We also found greater MEP suppression for successful
STOP relative to IGNORE trials at all stimulation times, with
Strong evidence present at all stimulation times (150 ms:
BF10 = 13.00, t(26) = 3.27, pHolm = 0.003, d = 0.63; 175 ms:
BF10 = 475.73, t(26) = 4.83, pHolm , 0.001, d = 0.93;
200 ms: BF10 = 73.73, t(26) = 4.04, pHolm , 0.001, d = 0.78). For
failed STOP relative to IGNORE trials, there was Anecdotal
evidence of greater MEP suppression on IGNORE trials at
150 ms (BF10 = 1.75, t(26) = 2.26, pHolm = 0.098, d = 0.43). However,
there was Anecdotal evidence for no difference between failed
STOP and the IGNORE trials at 175 ms (BF01 = 2.75, t(26) = 1.13,
pHolm = 0.269, d = 0.22) and Moderate evidence for no difference
at 200 ms (BF01 = 4.69, t(26) = 0.31, pHolm = 0.762, d = 0.06).
In summary, these results suggest that IGNORE and STOP
trials featured equivalent amounts of nonselective CSE suppression at the early postsignal latency (here, 150 ms), with successful
STOP trials representing the part of the STOP trial CSE distribution that happened to contain more suppression compared with
failed STOP trials, and IGNORE trials showing amounts of CSE
suppression that is between that occurring on successful and
failed STOP trials. This suggests that this early activity contributes to the success of stopping, but is not unique to STOP trials,
as STOP trials overall showed equal CSE suppression compared
with IGNORE trials. Moreover, these results suggest that, in case
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of a STOP signal, this initial suppression is sustained further into
the postsignal period, as significant differences to IGNORE trials
emerged at 175 ms.

Experiment 2
Hypothesis. The hypotheses for this follow-up experiment
were registered after the results of Experiment 1 were known.
The preregistration document can be found at https://osf.io/
2krwy.
Based on the findings in Experiment 1, we made two
predictions:
1. The suppression of the overt EMG that is observable on
some successful STOP trials (Raud and Huster, 2017; Jana et
al., 2020; Raud et al., 2020) is not unique to STOP trials but
will instead also occur to the same degree on IGNORE trials.
2. MVPA of whole-scalp EEG will not show any significant differences between STOP and IGNORE signals in the early
postsignal time period. However, in line with the CSE results
from Experiment 1, we predicted that STOP and IGNORE
signals would become decodable from one another at the earliest at 175 ms.
Participants. Twenty healthy, right-handed adults (16 female,
mean age: 22.6 years, SD = 2.7 years) participated in the EEG
experiment after providing written informed consent. The participants were recruited via an email sent out to the University of
Iowa community. Participants were compensated at an hourly
rate of $15 or received course credit. The study was approved by
the University of Iowa’s Institutional Review Board (#201511709).
Task. The task was identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: (1) Responses were made using both index fingers (‘z’ for left and ‘m’ for right on a QWERTY keyboard). (2)
The total number of trials was reduced to 720 trials that were
separated into 10 blocks (66.7% GO, 16.7% STOP, and 16.7%
IGNORE trials). While the manual responses are a departure
from Experiment 1 (where foot responses were necessary to enable CSE recordings from the hand muscle as a task-unrelated
effector), partial EMG (prEMG) research in the SST has hitherto
exclusively been performed using manual responses (compare
Raud and Huster, 2017). Hence, to most closely replicate past
work, participants were made to respond with their hands in
Experiment 2.
EEG and EMG recording. EEG was acquired using a Brain
Product ActiChamp 63-channel system. The ground and reference electrodes were placed at AFz and Pz, respectively. EMG
was recorded from each hand using two electrodes placed on the
belly and tendon of each first-dorsal interosseous muscle.
Ground electrodes were placed on the distal end of each hand’s
ulna. The EMG electrodes were connected to the EEG system
using two auxiliary channels (via BIP2AUX adaptor cables).
Thus, there were 65 total recording channels. All channels were
sampled at a rate of 2500 Hz. To minimize task-unrelated EMG
activity, the participants were instructed to only move their index
fingers when necessary and to otherwise keep both hands relaxed
and pronated on the desk.
EEG and EEG preprocessing. Custom MATLAB code was
used to preprocess the EEG and EMG data. The EMG data analysis was adapted from Raud and Huster (2017). Both EEG and
EMG data were bandpass filtered (EEG: 0.5-50 Hz; EMG: 2-200
Hz) and downsampled to a rate of 500 Hz. The continuous EEG
data were visually inspected to identify nonstereotypical artifacts.
Segments with nonstereotypical EEG artifacts were removed
from both the EEG and EMG data. The EEG data were
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rereferenced to the common average and submitted to an infomax independent component algorithm (Makeig et al., 1996) as
implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig,
2004). The resulting independent components were visually
inspected to remove components that captured stereotypical artifacts (i.e., blinks and saccades). Both the EEG and EMG data
were epoched relative to the onsets of GO, STOP, and IGNORE
stimuli ( 200 to 1000 ms). For GO and IGNORE trials, all trials
with incorrect or absent responses were excluded from all analyses. The EMG data were then converted to RMS power using a
sliding window of 65 sample points and baseline-corrected by
dividing the entire epoch by the mean of the 200 ms prestimulus
EMG. The resulting data were then standardized for each hand
across all types of trials and sample points using the z-transform.
Behavior analysis. Behavior data were analyzed identically to
the behavior data in Experiment 1.
EMG validation. As a manipulation check, we examined
whether the EMG data accurately reflected motor output by correlating the latency of each trial’s GO trial EMG peak to GO RT
on the same trial within each subject. If EMG and GO RT are
meaningfully related as predicted, the mean individual-subject
correlation should be significantly larger than zero. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated for each subject at the
single-trial level. For those correlations, trials in which Cook’s D
exceeded 4/N were deemed statistical outliers and were not
included in calculating the individual r’s (on average, 6.2% of trials per subject). To ensure normality, the individual r’s were
transformed using Fisher’s z transformation. The individual, ztransformed r values were then submitted to a one-sample t test
against 0 on the group level. To enable their original interpretation as correlation coefficients, the averaged z-transformed r values were then transformed back to r (see Silver and Dunlap,
1987).
prEMG trial identification. Previous research has shown that
residual EMG on successful STOP trials shows a marked reduction at ;150 ms following the STOP signal (Raud and Huster,
2017; Raud et al., 2020). We here hypothesized that the same
would be true for IGNORE trials. This analysis was again
adapted from Raud and Huster (2017). For each subject, we limited the time window of successful STOP EMG traces to 0-200
ms and averaged the time-constrained EMG traces across trials.
Using the subject-specific EMG traces, a detection threshold was
identified by finding the peak amplitude of the averaged EMG
trace in the first 200 ms following the signal for each subject:
[mean threshold (z score) = 0.3, SD = 0.39]. Within each subject,
a trial was then denoted a prEMG trial if the individual trial peak
in the same window exceeded the threshold. The same procedure
was used to identify prEMG on IGNORE trials, except that all
IGNORE trials with correct responses were used, as they all contained prEMG activity.
EMG analysis. Figure 4 (top left) depicts the grand-averaged
EMG traces for successful STOP, failed STOP, and IGNORE trials, separately for the selected and unselected hands. Statistical
analyses were performed on EMG data from the selected hand.
Both successful STOP and IGNORE trials showed an initial
pattern of ramping activity, which was at ;150 ms following
either signal, interrupted by a sudden downturn. In STOP trials, the EMG trace subsequently returned toward zero, in line
with the outright cancellation of the response. In IGNORE trials, the downturn was followed by a second ramping, in line
with a reactivation of the response. Consistent with prior
studies using only STOP trials, the variable of interest was the
latency of the downturn after the initial ramping, which is
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Figure 4. EMG data results. Top left, A, EMG traces for all conditions. Arrows on the left indicate prEMG-int latency for the successful STOP and IGNORE condition. Top right, B, Group-level
correlation between successful STOP prEMG-int latency and SSRT. Bottom left, C, Group-level correlation between successful STOP and IGNORE prEMG-int latency. Bottom right, D, Successful
STOP and IGNORE prEMG-int latency comparison.

taken as an indicator of early inhibitory activity (Raud and
Huster, 2017; Jana et al., 2020; Raud et al., 2020). To this end,
the peak of the EMG trace was detected within the first 200 ms
after successful STOP and IGNORE signals and its latency
averaged for each subject and condition separately. We refer
to this latency, which was the DV of interest for the EMG
analysis, as the prEMG-int (prEMG interruption) latency.
To test Hypothesis 1 for Experiment 2 (see Hypothesis,
above), first, we correlated mean STOP trial prEMG-int latency
with IGNORE trial prEMG-int latency at the group level to
examine the extent to which both measures related to each other.
Furthermore, we compared both latencies with a paired t test.
Since we hypothesized that the same interruption that has been
observed on STOP trials would also occur on IGNORE trials, we
predicted that these latencies would be highly correlated across
subjects and that their condition means would not differ. As with
Experiment 1, we report BF alongside frequentist statistics for all
EMG analyses in Experiment 2.
We also examined the relationships between prEMG and behavioral RT measures. First, we correlated STOP prEMG

measures with mean SSRT to replicate prior work that showed a
strong correlation between the two (e.g., Raud and Huster,
2017). For IGNORE trials, we used the same single-trial level
approach to correlate prEMG measures with RT that was
described for the GO trial analysis in the EMG validation section
above. To provide an unbiased estimator of IGNORE RT, it was
quantified from the onset of the IGNORE signal, not of the GO
signal (although the results were qualitatively unchanged when
the full RT was taken instead).
EEG MVPA. To test Hypothesis 2 for Experiment 2, we investigated at which time point an MVPA classifier applied to the
whole-scalp EEG data recorded during the task would be able to
distinguish between the conditions of interest above chance, with
a particular focus on the first time point at which whole-scalp
EEG showed above-chance decoding of STOP versus IGNORE
trials.
As control analyses (and to illustrate the performance of the
classifier approach), we also examined time points during which
successful STOP, failed STOP, and IGNORE trials differed from
matched GO trials. To do so, GO trials were split into fast and
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slow GO trials by each subject’s median GO RT for each hand.
Fast GO trials were matched to failed STOP trials (which represent the fast part of the GO RT distribution) (see Logan et al.,
1984) and slow GO trials were matched to successful STOP and
IGNORE trials (since successful STOP trials represent the slower
part of the RT distribution, and IGNORE RT was longer than
regular GO RT; compare behavioral results for Experiments 1
and 2). This matching procedure ensured that decoding was not
confounded by differences in RT. In addition, the number of left
and right arrow trials were balanced for all decoding analyses to
ensure nonbiased results.
MVPA analyses were performed using the ADAM toolbox
(Fahrenfort et al., 2018). We used leave-one-out cross-validation
in which a Linear Discriminant Analysis classifier was trained on
all trials but one and tested on the remaining trial that was not
part of the training set. This validation was implemented in the
sample pointwise fashion, in which training and testing were
done at each sample point following the GO/STOP/IGNORE
signal. Classifier performance was measured as the area under
the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) (Wickens,
2002), which quantified the total AUC when the cumulative true
positive rate (probability of correct classification) was plotted
against the false positive rate (probability of incorrect classification) for each decoding problem between the conditions of
interest.
Time series of AUC values were obtained for each pair of
conditions and each participant. To identify time points during
which classification performance was significantly above chance,
we compared each AUC value against chance-level performance
(0.5) using one-sample t tests, which was corrected for multiple
comparisons using cluster-based permutation testing (10,000
iterations, cluster-p value = 0.00001, individual sample point
a = 0.0001) (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
Event-related potential analysis. Since the frontocentral ERPs
are commonly associated with stop signal performance (e.g., de
Jong et al., 1990; Huster et al., 2020), we also quantified the condition ERPs at the frontocentral electrodes Cz and FCz. All
epochs were baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean of the
200 ms prestimulus period. Differences between the conditions
of interest (successful STOP vs IGNORE, failed STOP vs
IGNORE, and successful STOP vs failed STOP) were tested for
significance using sample pointwise paired-samples t tests, in
which the resulting p values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate correction procedure
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
Results
Behavior. The RT results for the EEG experiment, which
involved hand responses, paralleled those of Experiment 1, which
was performed using the feet (with slightly faster RT values
across the board; Fig. 2, right). There was again a strong effect of
RT (BF10 = 6.84  1014, F(1.73,32.80) = 134.25, p , 0.001, h 2p =
0.88). As with Experiment 1, RT was faster to the GO signal
(mean = 480 ms, SD = 39.8) than to the IGNORE signal (mean
529 ms, SD = 41.7; BF10 = 5.35  105, t(19) = 8.75, pHolm , 0.001,
d = 1.96). RT was also faster to failed STOP trials (mean = 438,
SD = 34.4 ms) than to IGNORE trials (BF10 = 1.33  109,
t(19) = 16.37, pHolm , 0.001, d = 3.66) and faster to failed STOP
than to the GO trials (BF10 = 6.57  106, t(19) = 7.62, pHolm ,
0.001, d = 1.70). The mean p(inhibit) was 0.5 (SD = 0.016), the
mean SSRT was 259 ms (SD = 28.3), and the mean SSD was
211 ms (SD = 56 ms). The difference in SSRT between the manual responses in Experiment 2 and the foot pedal responses in
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Experiment 1 was in the typical range for the SST across these
effectors (Tabu et al., 2012). Miss rates were 0.43% in the GO
and 1.14% in the IGNORE condition, respectively. Thus, the task
was effective at producing approximately equal numbers of successful and failed stops, and the assumptions of the independent
race model held (Verbruggen et al., 2019). According to the classification of Bissett and Logan (2014), 19 participants used a
“Stop then discriminate” strategy according to their RT pattern,
with the remaining one using “Independent discriminate then
stop,” and none using “Dependent discriminate then stop.”
EMG validation. Single-trial correlation analysis revealed a
strong positive correlation between GO trial EMG peak latency and
GO RT (mean Pearson’s r = 0.85, BF10 = 1.30  107, t(19) = 11.21,
p , 10 9, d = 2.51), validating the relationship between single-trial
EMG and behavior.
EMG. Grand-averaged EMG traces showed that there was an
early EMG peak (at ;140 ms) following both the STOP and
IGNORE signals, which was followed by a sudden downturn
(Fig. 4, top left). In line with our expectations, after this initial
dip, the IGNORE EMG trace promptly began rebounding (at
;200 ms), whereas the successful STOP EMG trace became further suppressed.
Further in line with our hypothesis that both STOP and
IGNORE trials would show a comparable early-latency suppression of EMG reflected in this downturn at ;140 ms (Hypothesis
1), successful STOP and IGNORE trial prEMG-int latencies
showed a strong positive correlation (Pearson’s r = 0.73, BF10 =
141.26, p , 0.001) and were not statistically different from one
another, although evidence for this was inconclusive (t(19) = 1.88,
p = 0.076, d = 0.42, BF10 = 1.01). However, if anything, prEMGint latency was numerically longer on successful STOP trials
compared with IGNORE trials. Hence, nothing suggests that the
prEMG reduction is unique to (or uniquely fast in) STOP compared with IGNORE trials.
In line with prior studies, successful STOP trial prEMG-int latency (mean latency = 139 ms, SD = 17.2) was significantly positively
correlated with SSRT (r = 0.68, BF10 = 40.79, p , 0.005). Moreover,
both IGNORE trial prEMG-int latency (mean Pearson’s r = 0.22,
BF10 = 64.84, t(19) = 4.17, p , 0.001, d = 0.93) and its peak amplitude
(mean Pearson’s r = 0.46, BF10 = 2.96  106, t(19) = 10.18,
p , 0.001, d = 2.28) were significantly correlated to IGNORE RT.
In summary, the EMG data from Experiment 2 show that
both IGNORE signals and STOP signals are followed by low-latency reductions of the EMG. While this pattern on STOP trials
is typically interpreted as a unique signature of outright actionstopping, our analyses indicate that this is a universal pattern
that is common to all salient events. Successful STOP trials did
not incur faster EMG suppression compared with IGNORE trials, and the latencies of the prEMG-int was highly correlated
across subjects, suggesting that the same process is active on
both types of trials.
MVPA. The results of the MVPA are presented in Figure 5,
alongside the frontocentral ERPs. In line with our hypotheses
and our findings from Experiment 1, IGNORE trials and successful STOP trials could not be successfully decoded from one
another until 180 ms after signal onset (periods of above-chance
decoding: 180-792 ms, 820-880 ms). IGNORE trials and failed
STOP trials could not be decoded from one another until 428 ms
following signal onset (significant period: 428-758 ms).
Notably, when the classifier was trained to distinguish
between GO and other trials (failed STOP, successful STOP, and
IGNORE), decoding performance was significantly above chance
for almost the entirety of the epoch (Fig. 5). This suggests that
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Figure 5. ERP and EEG decoding results. Top plot, Condition ERPs at frontocentral electrode sites FCz/Cz (left scale) and decoding performance for the contrasts of interest (right scale,
0.5 = chance-level decoding). Color bars above the figure represent time periods with significant above-chance whole-scalp MVPA decoding (color-coded identically to the legends). Color bars
below the figure represent significant differences in the frontocentral ERP (orange represents SS vs FS; red represents FS vs IGNORE; green represents SS vs IGNORE). Bottom plot, Topographical
distribution for SS, IGNORE, and SS-IGNORE ERP; and forward-estimated decoding estimates of SS versus IGNORE decoding.

our analysis methods were not too conservative to detect early
differences in the contrasts of interest. One interesting anecdotal
observation is that classifier performance peaked at ;140 ms for
all combinations of STOP/IGNORE versus GO comparisons.
This coincides with the time period during which all three trial
types (successful/failed STOP, IGNORE) showed CSE suppression for STOP and IGNORE trials in Experiment 1.
ERP. Both successful and failed STOP trials showed significantly stronger positive voltage deflection compared with
IGNORE trials during latencies corresponding to the P3

(successful: 388-436 ms; failed: 336-506 ms). No significant
differences were found in the N2 time range (Fig. 5). Indeed,
if anything, the N2 amplitude was larger for IGNORE trials
compared with both STOP trial types. There were earlier ERP
differences between failed STOP trials and IGNORE trials (222 ms and 148-182 ms), but not for successful STOP and
IGNORE trials. During both periods, failed STOP trials
showed increased positivity relative to IGNORE trials, perhaps indexing motor processes. Finally, the successful versus
failed STOP ERP comparison showed significant differences
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around SSRT (250-288 ms; SSRT = 259 ms) reflecting the fact
that, in line with prior literature, successful STOP trials
showed an earlier onset of the P3 compared with failed STOP
trials (Kok et al., 2004; Wessel and Aron, 2015). These findings show that late-latency frontocentral ERPs (viz., the frontocentral P3) uniquely reflect processes related to outright
stopping.

Discussion
In this study, we tackled two of the most prominent debates in
the recent literature on inhibitory control and action-stopping:
(1) Which neurophysiological processes reflect the attentional
detection of an infrequent STOP signal and which index the
actual implementation of inhibitory control? (2) Why do purported signatures of inhibition occur at two different latencies
following STOP signals. Our results support the following view:
Early signs of motor inhibition following STOP signals, including EMG suppression and CSE reduction, are not unique to
action-stopping, and instead occur after any salient event.
Processes unique to action-stopping only emerge after this initial
inhibitory activity, signified by the emergence of the frontocentral stop signal P3.
Our results have several notable features. First, in scalp-EEG,
our results show that the earliest activity that distinguishes STOP
from IGNORE trials occurs at ;180 ms following STOP signals.
However, the underlying ERP activity at the frontocentral scalp
sites that provided the strongest decoding power indicates that
this initial difference was because of an increased N2 ERP in the
IGNORE condition (i.e., not to activity that is unique to stopping). (In principle, it is also possible that a separate frontocentral ERP in the same time range accounted for the difference in
MVPA decoding, though ICA-based EEG studies have shown no
evidence that frontocentral activity in that time range includes
an additional ERP.) The first signature at which significant
STOP-vs-IGNORE decoding was because of increased frontocentral STOP trial activity was the frontocentral P3. This supports the proposal that this ERP reflects a process that is unique
to action-stopping (de Jong et al., 1990; Kok et al., 2004). Second,
regarding CSE suppression, our results confirmed that such
effects can be observed not just after STOP signals, but also after
salient non-stop events (Wessel and Aron, 2013; Dutra et al.,
2018; Iacullo et al., 2020). The current results substantially add to
these findings by demonstrating that STOP and IGNORE signals
do not differ in the degree to which they induce this early-latency
CSE suppression (here, at 150 ms after signal). However, there
was a clear divergence in this activity at 175 ms, when STOP trials showed additional suppression. This suggests that, on STOP
trials, additional processing may sustain the initial CSE suppression that is shared by STOP and IGNORE signals. Moreover,
while early CSE suppression did not differ between STOP and
IGNORE trials, there was a significant difference between successful and failed STOP trials already at ;150 ms. This suggests
that, although early CSE suppression is not unique to actionstopping, it does contribute to its success. It appears that successful STOP trials at least partially reflect the part of the STOP trial
distribution in which the initial saliency-related CSE suppression
was stochastically stronger. Hence, successful action-stopping
likely results from a combination of early-latency inhibitory
processes that are triggered by the saliency of the infrequent
STOP signal and slower processes that are unique to STOP trials,
reflected in later EEG signatures (Diesburg and Wessel, 2021).
Finally, regarding EMG suppression on successful STOP trials, a
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signature of much recent interest (Raud and Huster, 2017; Jana
et al., 2020; Raud et al., 2020), the current results are the first
demonstration that this signature is not uniquely indicative of inhibitory control during action-stopping, but again common to
all salient events, just like the CSE suppression. This is further in
line with the assertion that the rapid invocation of inhibitory
control is a stereotypic consequence of stimulus-driven attentional capture (Wessel and Aron, 2017).
More broadly, the current results are compatible with the
view that action-stopping involves inhibitory control deployment
in two stages. The first stage consists of an automatic invocation
of inhibitory control that is common to all salient events. This is
followed by a second stage, which is unique to action-stopping.
As such, we propose that the neural cascade underlying human
action-stopping may correspond to a recently proposed rodent
model that postulates such a two-stage stopping process on the
level of the basal ganglia (the pause-then-cancel model of
Schmidt and Berke, 2017; Schmidt et al., 2013). This model proposes that action-stopping is achieved by a combination of two
processes: an early-latency “pause” that consists of a broad, rapid
inhibition of motor activity via the subthalamic nucleus, followed
by a slower “cancel” process, which removes the ongoing striatal
invigoration of motor activity. These two processes operate at
different latencies, with the “pause” process buying time for the
“cancel” process to shut off motor invigoration and ultimately
enable successful action-stopping (see also Wiecki and Frank,
2013). Adapting this framework to the human domain, we propose that the early signatures that are common to STOP and
IGNORE signals (early CSE/EMG suppression and the corresponding early-latency EEG activity) reflect the “pause” stage.
We further propose that later signatures (e.g., the frontocentral
P3) reflect the “cancel” stage.
Such an adaptation of such a two-stage pause-then-cancel
model is in line with a large body of both recent and classic work
in humans (Diesburg and Wessel, 2021). Specifically, we
hypothesize that the initial “pause” phase is implemented via the
hyperdirect pathway from inferior frontal cortex to subthalamic
nucleus, which has recently been empirically described in
humans (Chen et al., 2020) and has been proposed to be crucial
to action-stopping (Aron et al., 2007). However, we propose that
this “pause”-related hyperdirect pathway activity is not specific
to action-stopping, but follows any type of salient event. This
perspective unites the proposal that right inferior frontal cortex
is a stimulus-driven attentional “circuit-breaker” (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002) with the proposal that it is an inhibitory node
(Aron et al., 2007, 2014), and explains why it is active even when
salient events do not require action-stopping (Sharp et al., 2010;
Chatham et al., 2012). Furthermore, we hypothesize that, in situations that explicitly require outright action-stopping, a second
“cancel” phase is implemented by structures underlying the frontocentral P3 (e.g., the pre-SMA) (Enriquez-Geppert et al., 2010;
Swann et al., 2011). More broadly, we propose that this second
phase entails a specific retuning of active motor plans, geared toward the exact behavioral requirements posed by the task. In the
SST, this would entail an arrest of any still-active invigoration of
the motor program (“cancel”) (Schmidt and Berke, 2017).
However, for salient signals that do not require action-stopping,
this second phase could consist of other motor adaptations. This
would explain why the frontocentral P3 after salient events relates
to elongations in RT or subtle changes in motor force following
salient events (Novembre et al., 2018, 2019; Wessel and Huber,
2019; Waller et al., 2019). As such, we propose a broader adaptation of the SST-specific “pause-then-cancel” model of Schmidt
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and Berke (2017): a pause-then-retune model, where “retune”
means “cancel” in the specific case of the SST, but can mean more
subtle adjustments for other salient events. Moreover, although we
operationalized saliency as infrequency in the present work,
aspects, such as stimulus properties (e.g., visual contrast, auditory
loudness) or behavioral relevance, may also make events salient
(in the broader sense of Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), and we
would expect such events to also prompt the Pause phase. While
this model is still largely speculative, it does provide a framework
to explain the current set of results, unite them with classic findings, and provide a translation between rodent and human work.
One potential point of criticism of the current study could be
that since IGNORE signals were presented within the context of
an SST, participants may have been biased toward using inhibitory control after IGNORE signals. Indeed, behavioral work
using the current task indicates that participants may use a socalled “stop-then-discriminate” strategy when facing salient
stimuli while they anticipate potential stop signals (Bissett and
Logan, 2014). Notably, the vast majority of our participants used
this “stop-then-discriminate” strategy. In line with our neuroscientific theory outlined above, we propose that the concept of
the “stop-then-discriminate” strategy is a way of framing the
“pause” in the pause-then-cancel model (or the related “Holdyour-horses” concept of Frank; compare Frank, 2006; Frank et
al., 2007) in behavioral terms. According to our view (for a more
detailed theoretical account, compare Diesburg and Wessel,
2021), any salient event obligatorily invokes the “pause” phase,
whereas only stop signals that were successfully identified as
such engage the subsequent “cancel” phase. This maps onto the
“stop-then-discriminate” strategy described by Bissett and Logan
(2014). In contrast, the Bissett and Logan (2014) “independent
discriminate then stop” strategy may describe subjects that, either strategically or presdispositionally, minimize the influence
of the “pause” phase, relying primarily on the “cancel” process to
achieve stopping (which should, in principle, be less effective in
effecting a stop, but in turn reduce the effect of IGNORE signals
on GO trial RT). However, only one subject across both experiments used this strategy, which is hence unlikely to be the
default. Regardless, to address the question whether proactive
control confounded our results, we note that previous work has
already shown that even outside of stop signal contexts, salient
signals produce nonselective CSE suppression (Iacullo et al.,
2020), frontocentral EEG activity (Courchesne et al., 1975;
Wessel and Huber, 2019), slowing of motor behavior (Waller et
al., 2019), changes in isometric motor activity (Novembre et al.,
2018, 2019), and activity in right inferior frontal cortex, as mentioned (Sharp et al., 2010; Chatham et al., 2012). Hence, the
observed IGNORE trial changes in CSE, EMG, and EEG in the
current study are not contingent on proactive control. Instead,
however, the current study shows that when STOP and IGNORE
signals occur under conditions of equal proactive control, both
produce the same degree of early-latency inhibition. Moreover, if
our participants would have first performed an IGNORE-but-notSTOP task and then a separate STOP-but-not-IGNORE task, this
would have invalidated the MVPA, precisely because if only STOP
signals were presented in the presence of proactive control, this
would have induced systematic changes to the EEG activity both
before and after STOP signals (e.g., Kenemans, 2015; Elchlepp et
al., 2016; Soh et al., 2021). Hence, we believe that the current
approach presents an ideal comparison between IGNORE and
STOP trials under conditions of equal proactive control.
In conclusion, we aimed to find unique neurophysiological
signatures of action-stopping by comparing STOP and IGNORE
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trials across methodologies. We found no unique signatures of
action-stopping before the emergence of the stop signal P3.
Particularly, IGNORE signals produced both early EMG and
CSE suppression on par with actual STOP signals, suggesting
that these early-latency signatures do not uniquely signify
action-stopping. As such, we believe that these results warrant a
reinterpretation of past work in the domain of inhibitory control,
perhaps along the lines of recently proposed two-stage models of
action-stopping, with the prediction that only the second stage of
such models is actually unique to outright action-stopping.
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